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ISLINGTON LAW CENTRE (ILC)
- JOB DESCRIPTION -
DESIGNATION:	
Evening Clinic Supervising Solicitor   

CURRENT SCALE:	

HOURS:
PO3 £38,799 pro rata (£15,512 actual)

18.00-21.30 Mondays and Wednesdays plus seven other hours per week (can be worked flexibly). 

RESPONSIBLE TO:
Deputy Director 

RESPONSIBLE FOR:
Volunteer lawyers, reception staff.

.......................................................................................................................………

JOB PURPOSE:
·	To run a client-focused evening advice clinic that provides high quality pro bono advice on defined civil dispute matters; 
·	To provide on-site support and supervision to lawyers delivering client services;
·	To check, emend and sign-off written advice to clients and ensure cases are written up and follow up work is done in accordance with ILC’s client commitments; 
·	To provide feedback to individual lawyers, maintain records and supervise the correct closure of files. 

PRINCIPAL TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Training and professional development
Keeping informed of all relevant upcoming legislation, changes in existing legislation and court procedures, including online developments.
Keeping in touch with local issues, developments and changes in the procedures of other agencies.

2. Supervision of sessions 
Inducting and supervising pro bono lawyers and other volunteers including the provision of annual appraisals.
	Maintain clear and comprehensive case records using ILC’s case recording system, including confirmation of advice in writing. Volunteer lawyers draft such letters but it is the supervisor who confirms the advice and creates and the case record. 
	Maintain a review system to ensure clients’ enquiries are dealt with through to completion, thus maintaining a high quality of service to clients. 

3. Participation in the development and planning of ILC services
	Participating in discussions and planning meetings about the overall policy and development of ILC and the Evening Clinic.
	Participating in team meetings.


4. Administration
Keeping accurate statistics for information retrieval.
Recording and inputting statistics and other monitoring information.
	Producing oral and written reports on your work and the work of the Clinic as required.

Ensuring that a comprehensive and up-to date local information and referral database is maintained.
To be self-servicing, typing and using computers, photocopiers, faxes and other office equipment. 
To have due regard to health and safety issues in performing your role and to report on these to your line manager.
Taking responsibility for any petty cash transactions.

5. Other
To uphold and promote the Aims, Principles and policies of ILC.
To uphold and promote the Equal Opportunities policies of ILC.
In addition to the tasks and duties outlined in this job description, to undertake such duties which are generally compatible with the functions of the post.
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ISLINGTON LAW CENTRE  
EVENING CLINIC SUPERVISOR
PERSON SPECIFICATION



Essential Requirements
1.
A qualified solicitor with at least two years post-qualification experience. It is not essential that you hold a current practising certificate.  

2.
Experience of supervising volunteers and of undertaking the role of Supervisor or be able to demonstrate the ability to undertake this role with training provided within 3 months of starting.

3
The ability to analyse and interpret complex information and be able to show how you would relay this in an understandable way.

4.
Effective written and verbal communication skills.

5.
Be able to organise and prioritise your own work and work of others and take decisions within a sometimes pressurised environment.

6.

The ability to follow procedures, as detailed in the Quality Manual.
7.
Knowledge of the type of issues facing the local community and a commitment to providing high quality legal advice.

8.
Skills to contribute to effective team working and development.  

9.
Skills to take responsibility for own learning and development.

10.
Be able to use ICT in the provision of advice.  

11.
Understand, empathise and be committed to ILC’s aims, principles and equal opportunities policies.


Desirable Requirements
1
Experience of running general civil litigation cases through the courts.

2
Experience of running housing cases.


